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The financial derivatives have made a breakthrough in the decades. However,
due to its characteristics of the variability, complexity and diversification of
participators, application of the traditional income tax rules may encounter some
challenge. Such an application may not only causes tax evasion, but also weakens the
regulation of the derivative markets. This paper will discuss how to design income tax
rules to adapt to the development of financial derivatives. The author studies US
income tax law on the derivatives and tries to take it as the reference to the tax design
in China. The U.S. income rules on derivatives are analyzing and evaluating
systematically in these paper. Later suggestions are given on the reference and by
considering the income tax regime of China.The article mainly divides into four parts
except introduction.
The first chapter explains the definition of derivations, discussing the three key
tax issues about derivative instruments: time, character and source, which impacting
the traditional taxation; and concludes three benchmarks of evaluating derivatives
taxation specially and three basic ways of solving related questions in theoretical sight.
The second chapter is about the timing rules of the related law. Income and
deductions from derivatives can be recognized in a variety of ways, including
mark-to-market, accrual, cash, wait-and-see, and special timing regimes. The third
chapter is about the character rules of the related law, which includes “look through”
approach, the character of the underlying property and some anti-abuse rules. The
forth chapter is about the source rules of the related tax laws, and summarizes the tax
law of derivatives. The fifth chapter gives some advice about the derivatives taxation
that fits our country.
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